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A Study for CLMV Countries 



On land based fiber networks, most of the 
CLMV countries are connected with more 
than Giga capacity along the national road 
network, but the actual traffic amount or 
the ratio of traffic volume to link capacity 
is unknown

However, these optical networks seem to 
be used for traditional communication 
rather than for Internet, lacking of routing 
policies for inter-country Internet traffic 
exchange. And has a hierarchical structure 
to the Tier 1 operators, thus showing a 
tendency to deepen the dependence on 
the submarine network.

As a result of the APIS Connectivity Map, country-specific presentations and 
data from private sector, there is very little critical bottle neck at present. In 
the future, we will need to review the expansion of capacity to meet the 
increase in traffic demands.

Physical Network - Terrestrial Fiber Cable  



Real traffic Routes among CLMV countries 

As a result of the traffic measurement for the neighboring countries, 
most of Internet traffics is flowing away through the PoP of the higher 
tier providers. It seems that there is a need to improve the traffic 
management
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Cambodia Lao PDR Myanmar Vietnam Thailand

Cambodia 1 32 7 2 5

Lao PDR 11 1 33 4 3

Myanmar 6 3 1 2 6

Vietnam 28 2 23 1 3

Traffic Management – Routing distance/Geo Distance 



Broadband Quality – Inter-countries, Download Speed
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As a result of the measurement of neighboring countries from the each 

CLMV country, there were many differences among countries in the region. 

Vietnam is the highest and Lao PDR the lowest but better than 1Mbps



Summary of Findings in the CLMV Countries 

- A variety of submarine cable projects are underway, and the construction of 
terrestrial fiber optic cable is progressing rapidly by national broadband plans or 
regional initiatives. There is little need of physical fiber links with neighboring 
countries in CLMV region. 

- However, establishment of carrier neutral IXPs and introduction of common 
routing policy is necessary for the management of Internet traffic. Most of the 
intra-regional traffic is being exchanged through higher tier operators. 

Vietnamese Government established Neutral IXPs in three regions for the direct 
full exchange of Internet traffic between domestic ISPs. However, it seems to be 
that CLM countries do not have Carrier Neutral IXP (Lao PDR, Myanmar) or 
limited interconnection (Cambodia)

- Broadband quality is also relatively low compared to that of other regions. This 
is mainly due to the fact that mobile-based Internet is dominant. CLMV region is 
in need of both nation-wide deployment of wired network and direct 
peering/transit between countries to reduce transit cost, and to improve speed 
and latency



Direction for AP-IS for CLMVs

Coherent Mesh/Ring Network

� The AP-IS network is designed to utilize the infrastructure of existing state 
owned/private operators rather than the establishment of separate SPVs.

� For the institutional support for interconnection such as Right of Way for fiber 
optic cable installation, open access and network neutrality, the United Nations 
ESCAP-level Principle be developed and each country applies it to domestic 
operators

Inter-related neutral IXPs

� Myanmar, Lao PDR to build a new neutral IXP, Cambodia to choose from existing 
IXP, Vietnam to use VNIX

� Giga-level links for IXPs and IXP-to-ISPs connectivity are resolved through 
cooperation with existing carriers (eg Viettel or any other candidates) or 
Implementation Group Members

� IXPs Provide the infrastructure for Global Transit operators, transit conditions with 
ISP are individually solved by each other
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* Mytel : Myanmar National Tele & 
Communications Co., Ltd

- 2.5 Million Subscribers
- 24,000km Fiber Cable
- 47% Mobile M/S
- 35% of Broadband Internet

- Largest Backbone Network : 
17,200km

- AAE-1 investment partner

* Cambodia Fiber Optic Cable Network : 7,611km
* Telecom Cambodia : 1,600km

Joint Venture 
(Viettel And Lao Asia Telecom 

Investment (90% stake)

Joint Venture

- 49% JV established in Jan.2017
- 95% Coverage in 3 years

- A Government owned 
Public Company 

“Charge local rates for International calls within Indochina”

[Ref] An Example of Multinational Carriers in CLMV region 
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[Ref] Conceptual Model of inter-related neutral IXPs



� Networking of the Hub nodes must be physically / logically 

configured as Full Mesh

� All network equipment have redundancy configuration to ensure     

service stability

� Failover is ensured by duplication of link between Hub Node and 

country / ISP

� Hub Node provides a means of connection to the Global Transit 

Provider

� Initial capacity of each ISP device and hub node device is 

determined after determining the traffic at the time of establishment

[Ref] Design Guide of Inter-related neutral IXPs


